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Monument “Astana-Baiterek” 

  Museum of the First President  of the Republic of Kazakhstan

Astana School Children's Palace

Palace of Independence 

National Museum of the Republic of Kazakhstan

TO

Do you speak English? --- Syz agylshynsha soileisesiz be?
Kazakh Language --- Kazakh Tili
What would you like to do now? --- Siz kazir ne isteginiz kelip tur? 
Welcome --- Kosh Keldinizder
Please come in and take a seat. --- Zhogary shygynyz.
Do you have a family? --- Sizdin zhanuyaniz bar ma?
Do you have children? --- Balalarynyz bar ma?
This is the first time I tried Kazakh traditional food. --- Men birinshi 
ret Qazak ulttyk tagamin damin tattym. 
It was good --- Magan unady. 

GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER BETTER IN KAZAKH:GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER BETTER IN KAZAKH:
We feel like family. --- Biz bir zhanyuiadaimiz. 

We are together with you. --- Biz sizdermen birgemiz.

My --- menin

Your --- syzdyn

His --- onyn

Her --- onyn

Its --- onyn

Their --- olardyn

Chan
Wing Kin

17.07.1996

17.07.1998

Happy Birthday to:Happy Birthday to:

 ACROSS
 3 What animal was first domesticated in Kazakhstan? 
 5 President of Kazakhstan 
 7 What is the name of the hall where Theoretical Exam was held? 
 9 Which hotel do leaders live in? 
 10 Former capital of Kazakhstan 
 
DOWN
 1 How do you say "Hi" in Kazakh? (if you don't remember, deduce!) 
 2 A popular mall in Astana named after a desert traffic jam. 
 4 Opening Ceremony Place (in short) 
 6 Capital of Kazakhstan 
 8 A popular social game in Kazakhstan that also 
    means Family in one Romance language.

Today, students visited a 
number of sightseeing 

places in Astana

Today, students visited a 
number of sightseeing 

places in Astana



Palace of Independence 
December 15, 2008 was the date of the grand opening of 
the Palace of Independence in Astana which is the 
venue for official state events, forums, conferences and 
meetings. Capacity of premises, technical equipment 
and comfort allow to cover all events occurring at the 
highest international level. Along with the official events, 
there are opportunities for concerts, exhibitions and 
celebrations. The internal design is a wonderful 
combination of rigorous solutions and comfort of 
aesthetics. The Palace of Independence has: Congress 
Hall, Ceremonial Hall, Media Center, Gallery of Applied 
Arts and ethnography, archeology and anthropology, 
Gallery of Modern Art, Museum of the City of Astana,                
4D Cinema, Cinema of 360 degrees, Electronic Library, 
Mock-up Room.

Monument “Astana-Baiterek” 
Bayterek (Kazakh: Бәйтерек, Bäyterek, 
"tall poplar [tree]"), is a monument and 
observation tower in Astana. A tourist 
attraction popular with foreign visitors 
and native Kazakhs alike, it is 
emblematic of the city, which became 
capital of the country in 1997.

The Museum of the First President of the Republic                 
of Kazakhstan is a museum about contemporary 
Kazakhstani history. The Museum was established by decree 
of the President on August 28, 2004. The main idea of the 
exhibitions is to show the formation of the state sovereignty of 
the republic and the historical role of its first President,                 
N.Nazarbayev, in building the independent democratic state.

Astana School Children's Palace presents an 
open active pedagogical system, which main 
objective is to give children and young people 
socially significant positive aims and the means to 
achieve it and the staff for joint activity according to 
interests. In 2013-2014 school years in the School 
Children's Palace work 109 circles in 630 groups 
which cover 9088 children. 

National Museum of the Republic of Kazakhstan consists                         
of 5 branches: the Museum of history of Astana, the Museum of 
history of independent Kazakhstan, the Museum of history                                
of Kazakhstan, the Gold Museum and the Museum of modern art.                
In the new Museum will contain gold relics, jewelry, archaeological 
materials, photo and video materials. The area of the Museum                   
is 73 thousand square meters, it will be several exhibition halls and 
each room will equipped with interactive features.  

IPHO is organized at the highest level - USA Team leader
International Physics Olympiad in Astana (IPhO) has been organized at the 

highest level, this was said by the leader of the USA Team Paul Stanley.
"I can say that the Olympiad in Astana is organized at the highest level. Our 

students say that they like the atmosphere, organization, accommodation, food. 
They are happy to be in Kazakhstan", said P. Stanley.

According to his words, all the participants have a chance to become a winner of 
the Olympiad. 

Discussion and Translation of Experimental problems 

President of the International Physics Olympiad (IPHO) Hans 
Jordens commented on the training level of Kazakh students who 
participate at world's major scientific events.

"Kazakhstani teams have been doing quite well during the last 5 years, 
especially in International Physics Olympiad. Your students constantly win 
medals or become winners of major competitions. You have and you want 
more gold, silver, and bronze medals. In my country, the Netherlands, we can 
sometimes be satisfied with a pair of bronze medals,” he said in a briefing with 
Kazakhstani media.

According to Mr. Jordens, success is not accidental in the case of Kazakhstani students. "I do not think that the 
Kazakh children are somehow different from other children of the world. This is due, I think, first of all to the level of 
education in the country, with the preparation of students for global competitions, and, of course, to the coaching staff. 
Therefore, we can say that I admire your students’ performance in international competitions. In science, you cannot be 
successful if there is no desire, no drive. Your students have that and they are very focused on positive results", he 
concluded.
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